
LOW CONSUMPTION 
VACUUM EVAPORATORS 
AND CONCENTRATION UNITS



I.W.E. Industrial Waters Evaporators is a company that designs and 
manufactures equipment for the evaporation of water-based 
solutions, also in ATEX version and bases its experience of its 
technicians which, since 1984, produce and install evaporators 
and concentrators vacuum High Energy Efficiency in many in-
dustrial sectors.  

WHAT WE DO

I.W.E.  manufactures equipment Vacuum Evaporation us-
ing the physical principle of boiling and condensation of 
the vapors of the treated liquid. Through the change of 
state from liquid to gaseous, that in the presence of vac-
uum takes place at a temperature lower than the boiling 
temperature at atmospheric pressure, you get a consid-
erable energy saving and efficiency of the system. By 
means of the vacuum evaporation it is possible to sep-
arate a non-volatile compound dissolved in a solution, 
so as to obtain one part deionized water and the other 
a final product more concentrated in the other compo-
nents.

WHO 
we are
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LIQUID TO BE
TREATED

EVAPORATOR

APPLICATION SCHEME

DISTILLATECONCENTRATE

RECYCLE

VACUUM CIRCUIT

30°

Features:

>   High chemical 
resistance

>  Maximum 
reliability

>  Exclusive system 
of internal cleansing

>   Easy 
opening

The best available technology for the evaporation
and concentration of liquid solutions

Application scheme:

Since 1982

 Separation 
by distillation

 Recovery 
of aqueous solutions

Concentration

 Development 
of the product
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Why  use the vacuum 
technology evaporation

With the vacuum evaporation application for the purification of industrial waste waters are obtained 
considerable advantages compared to the classic physical-chemical or biological treatment systems, both 
environmental and economic, also thanks to the recovery.
A classic goal is the reduction of disposal costs, often even more than 95%, more than that, in many cases, to 
obtain the recovery of raw materials and the obtained distilled water reuse.
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The vacuum evaporation is also applicable in the concentration of heat sensitive products, from pharmaceutical 
synthesis or in extracts industry and food flavorings.
Treatment in third account activities of industrial waste water vacuum evaporation allows to increase the ERC 
(European Waste Catalogue) treatable, in combination with classical purification systems, such as systems of 
chemical and biological physical purification, that can not come from only the purification of waste water with 
high content of pollutants in solution.

5%

CONCENTRATE

95% DISTILLATE

100% LIQUID TO BE  TREATED
ZERO

WASTE
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Sectors of APPLICATION

In many industrial sectors vacuum evaporation is the most advanced technical choice to satisfy the need to reduce the costs of disposal 
and recovery of raw materials, the treatment of wastewater with high content of pollutants. 

 DIGESTATES FROM BIOGAS 
GENERATION PROCESS:

livestock waste, FORSU 
LEACHATE LANDFILL

REVERSE OSMOSIS:
further concentration of saline 
solutions with higher density 

obtained from membrane plants

 GALVANIC:
treatment of eluates regeneration resin 
plants, concentrated exhausted baths, 

recovery of chromium plating baths, 
copper plating, nickel plating

MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERING:

concentration of oily emulsions, 
of cleaning wastewater, 

wastewater from vibratory 
tumbling

 THERMAL TREATMENTS:
subsequent purification of washing water to the 

thermal processing furnace of the metals and 
recovery of dissolved salts
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The application expertise of I.W.E. It made it possible to use successfully the evaporation plant to treat waste water from many 
productive sectors, such as:

REVERSE OSMOSIS:
further concentration of saline 
solutions with higher density 

obtained from membrane 
plants

INDUSTRIAL PAINTING:
concentration of waste washing 

water, pre varnishing and 
phosphochrome

RUBBER VULCANIZATION:
subsequent purification of washing 

water to curing ovens and recovery of 
dissolved salts

OBTAINING OF CONCENTRATED 
GRAPE MUST, OF 

CONCENTRATED MUSTS FOR 
BALSAMIC VINEGAR:

even up to density of 75 brix

OBTAINING CONCENTRATED 
AROMAS OF FOOD AND 

HERBAL EXTRACTS

FOOD, CHEMICAL, PHARMACEUTICAL:
waste water from the reactor washings and 

production lines or packaging

DIECASTING:
treating waste water containing emulsions release 

agents, glycols, coolants
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High quality   The materials used 
in the construction of plants

IWE, studying the most appropriate system to the specific application, in order to ensure an extreme life of the plant, makes the best 
possible choice of materials and components of high quality, thanks to the experience of thousands of applications made by our 
technicians.

The basic construction standard provides systems made with use of stainless steel AISI 316 L for less corrosive applications possibil-
ities, while using special materials such as DUPLEX (SAF 2205), SUPERDUPLEX (SAF 2507), SILICON CARBIDE, GRAPHITE and TITANI-
UM anti-corrosion coatings thick with special RESINS FLUOROCARBON.
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The relationship that we want to establish with our customers does not end with the simple purchase of one of our products, our desire is to 
support the customer even in the years following the purchase, making through our own specialized technicians, the INSTALLATION services, 
START-UP, AFTER SALES ASSISTANCE, SPARE PARTS AND F-GAS BOOKLETS COMPILATION.

The after-sales technical assistance service is considered for I.W.E. one of the keys to acquiring and maintaining a competitive advantage over 
the competition.

The importance of this service is fundamental, because the satisfaction of our customers, who can benefit from a product corresponding to 
expectations and keep it perfectly functional over the years, has rewarded I.W.E. making sure that their customers have hardly changed brand in 
the case of subsequent purchases, thereby retaining their customers and attracting many new ones.

For I.W.E., proposing its own after-sales customer care service, it is also important to collect feed back from its customers, collecting and 
documenting reports and changes to the specific standard features of the various models, thus allowing a constant improvement of the 
products.

“EXCELLENT” Customer Service
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Plants range products

ELECTRIC ENERGY   Heat pump

THERMAL ENERGY   H2O hot water/steam diathermal oil

I.W.E. realizes each evaporation plant studying the best possible energy solution, considering the most appropriate choice for the specific needs 
and the treatment of products of different nature and quantity, satisfying the following production capacities:

To choose the most suitable plant for every single need we must consider different factors. The nature of the product to be treated determines the choice of the 
version (the immersed exchanger, with jacketed exchanger, with internally scraped exchanger) as well as it is essential the selection of the most suitable construc-
tive and resistant material. Important then is the choice to be made by evaluating the model with the most suitable energy supply, whereas the energy costs and 
the availability of any of the recovery heat sources or low cost (for example from plants of COGENERATION), or recovering any waste heat, for example by recovering 
heat from production processes.

 installations of vacuum evaporation exclusively with 
electrical power: treatment capacity

 from 5 to 4.000 l/h (120 to 100.000 l/day)

 Vacuum evaporation installations with a heat supply (hot 
water or steam):

 from 100 to 15.000 l/h (2.400 to 360.000 l/day)

MONO EFFECT 160 W/l
DOUBLE EFFECT 100 W/l

MONO EFFECT 600 Kcal/l
DOUBLE EFFECT 300 Kcal/l
TRIPLE EFFECT 200 Kcal/l

1

2
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heat exchanger

A sensitive issue in the evaporation plant, is the danger of fouling of the heat exchangers, subject to the deposit of substances with 
limited solubility.

The attention that I.W.E. poses in designing heat exchangers, choosing the best possible conformation, adapted to the specific characteristics of the product to be treated, it 
reduces the frequency and simplifies cleaning to restore the optimal operating conditions.
The traditional heat exchangers used in the evaporation installations, in immersed coil or tube bundle, have the limitation of having a very reduced space between the different 
exchange surfaces, not allowing easy removal of deposits.
I.W.E. has chosen the use of heat exchangers EASY TO CLEAN, realizing them in  “on immersed plates” version, which allow to have considerable open spaces between the plates 
to restore the efficiency of heat exchange through simple washing or to carry out the possible need to disassembly and extraction in a short time.

The exclusive type of heat exchanger used by I.W.E.
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Evaporators heat pump Mono Effect version, 
HP ME series, with exchangers dipped plates
The evaporation and vacuum concentration of HP ME series plants are equipped with 
special heat exchangers, made of special electrowelded plates immersed directly into the 
product to be treated and positioned in the boiling chamber.
The energy required for the evaporation and the condensation of the vapors is obtained 
by the use of the technology of heat pump which, combined with the vacuum present in 
the boiling chamber, allows to obtain considerable energy savings.
The characteristics common to all evaporators of HP ME series are:
•   construction in AISI 316 L or special materials for corrosive applications (see previous 

section devoted to the description of the materials used)
•   automatic operation 24 / 24h and withdrawal valve of distillate samples and concentrat-

ed without plant shutdown.
•  automatic discharge of the concentrate, without losing vacuum, via pump controlled by 

the PLC system installed in edge, with timed actuation or by means of consent supplied 
by the densimeter of which can be equipped with the evaporator

•  operation with recycling in the boiler of the treated product and the possibility of auto-
matic dosing antifoam

•  visual porthole (equipped with automatic washing of the glass) for the control of the 
internal conditions of the boiling boiler

Evaporators heat pump Mono Effect version, 
HP ME CR series for the concentration of chromic washes
The HP CR series is designed to treat highly corrosive liquids, as in the case of application 
aimed at the concentration of chromic washes in galvanic chromium-plating processes. 
HP CR systems are similar, such as operation, to the HP ME series, but are made with all 
parts in contact with the wastewater by using special materials antacids, such as TITANI-
UM exchangers, silicon carbide, Graphite and boiling boilers coated with special resins 
anticorrosive as HALAR or BLUE ARMOR.

HP ME series VERSATILE AND EASY 
INSTALLATION
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Scheme of operation:

Model l/h HP 25 ME HP 50 ME HP 100 ME HP 150 ME HP 200 ME HP 300 ME HP 400 ME HP 500 ME HP 1000 ME

Production with water l/24h 600 1200 2400 3600 4800 7200 9600 12000 24000

Electrical power consumption kW 4 8 16 24 32 48 64 80 160

Indicative dimensions l x w x h cm 200x80x220 250x110x220 270x125x260 300x125x260 300x150x285 350x170x350 450x170x400 450x170x400 600x240x450

Evaporators heat pump mono effect version

Product inlet

Condensate outlet

Concentrate outlet

Vacuum circuit

Primary
cooling
circuit

Secondary
cooling
circuit

Condensate
pump

Concentrate discharge pump

30°
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Evaporators Heat Pump version Double 
Effect, HP DE series, with exchangers 
dipped plates
The evaporators and vacuum concentration of HP DE 
Double Acting series are the evolution of HP ME series 
and represent the maximum expression of technology 
in terms of energy efficiency heat pump. The energy is 
supplied by a heat pump that uses a special refrigera-
tor gas and uses the thermal energy of the evaporated 
product in the first evaporation effect to heat so free the 
second evaporative effect.
This evolution enables  electricity savings of 40% com-
pared to the HP ME mono effect series.
Also for this series it is foreseen the realization of AISI 
316L and with the use of special materials in the corro-
sive environment applications to meet a broad applica-
tion possibility.

-40% ENERGYVERSATILITY, SEMPLICITY OF INSTALLATION 
AND ENERGY SAVINGSHP DE series
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Scheme of operation:

Concentrate
discharge pump

Concentrate discharge pump

Vacuum circuit

Primary
cooling
circuit

Product inlet Condensate outletConcentrate outlet

Vacuum circuit

Condensate
pump

Recirculation
pump

Condensate
pump

45° 30°

Model l/h HP 300 DE HP 400 DE HP 500 DE HP 600 DE HP 800 DE HP 1000 DE HP 2000 DE HP 2500 DE HP 3000 DE HP 4000 DE

Production with water l/24h 7200 9600 12000 14400 19200 24000 48000 60000 72000 96400

Electrical power consumption kW 30 40 50 60 80 100 200 250 300 400

Indicative dimensions l x w x h cm 170x500x270 240x500x320 240x500x320 240x600x350 240x500x350 240x700x380 500x900x500 900x600x550 900x600x550 900x600x550

Evaporators heat pump double effect version
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Evaporators Heat pump HP DRY series, with 
jacketed externally exchangers
The evaporators of the heat pump HP DRY series allow to obtain the 
precipitation of crystals of dissolved salts by increasing the concentra-
tion of the solute above the solubility limit. To obtain a final concen-
trate that has the consistency of a mud “shoveled” the evaporator is 
constructed with a horizontal boiling boiler and with a heat exchang-
er provided by means of a shirt interposed. The final discharge of the 
concentrate will occur manually through the hatch place frontally at 
the boiling boiler.

TO OBTAIN CONCENTRATED 
SHOVELABLEHP DRY series
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Scheme of operation:

Model l/h HP 5 DRY HP 10 DRY HP 15 DRY HP 20 DRY HP 30 DRY HP 40 DRY

Production with water l/24h 120 240 360 480 720 960

Electrical power consumption kW 1,6 2,7 3,8 5 7,8 10,5

Indicative dimensions l x w x h cm 70x120x170 80x150x180 80x220x220 80x220x220 100x250x230 150x260x280

Vacuum Evaporator Heat pump for concentrated shovelable

Product inlet

Condensate outlet

Concentrate outlet

Vacuum circuit
Secondary

cooling
circuit

Condensate
 discharge

pump

Discharge valve

Primary
cooling
circuit

30°
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Evaporators Heat pump HP R series, 
with jacketed exchangers externally 
and internal scraper
The evaporators of the heat pump HP R series are ideal to obtain con-
centrates with very high density and for the evaporation of products 
extremely encrusting for the heat exchangers.

By means of an automatic motorized scraper, which continuously keeps 
clean the exchange surfaces of the boiler to boil, they obtain higher 
concentrations than the other evaporative systems, while avoiding the 
deposit on the exchange walls.

The final concentrate will be downloaded in order by means of pneu-
matic membrane type 
pumps or progressive 
cavity type. It is also 
possible to place the 
implant above a rais-
ing of the frame, so 
as to perform the un-
loading through the 
bottom drain valve 
directly into a crystal 
separation system.

FOR MERGERS THRUST

FOR PRODUCTS EXTREMELY ENCRUSTING
HP R series
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Scheme of operation:

Product inlet

Condensate outlet

Concentrate outletDischarge valve

Vacuum circuit
Secondary

cooling
circuit

Condensate
pump

Primary
cooling
circuit

Scraper

30°

Model l/h HP 10 R HP 20 R HP 30 R HP 40 R HP 60 R HP 80 R HP 125 R HP 150 R HP 300 R

Production with water l/24h 240 480 720 960 1440 1920 3000 3600 7200

Electrical power consumption kW 2,5 5 7,5 10 15 20 31 37 75

Indicative dimensions l x w x h cm 70x220x250 80x250x280 80x250x300 110x270x300 120x300x320 120x300x320 200x350x350 240x350x350 240x600x400

Vacuum Evaporator Heat pump for mergers thrust
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Evaporators fed by hot water or steam, in 
Mono version Effect, HWS ME series, with 
heat exchangers immersed plates
The evaporators fed by means of thermal energy available in the 
company, in the form of hot water, steam or thermal oil, HWS 
ME series, are the evaporation / vacuum concentration systems 
with heat exchangers to places plates directly within the boiling 
boilers and immersed in the liquid to be treated. These evapo-
rators / concentrators vacuum use, for the phase of condensa-
tion of the vapors, the cold water available in the company, usu-
ally coming from dry-coolers and closed circuit cooling towers, 
possibly supplied to supplement the plant evaporation.

HIGH CAPACITY, 
LIMITED INVESTMENTSHWS ME series
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Scheme of operation:

Model l/h HWS 250 ME HWS 500 ME HWS 1000 ME HWS 1500 ME HWS 2000 ME HWS 3000 ME HWS 4000 ME

Production with water l/24h 6000 12000 24000 36000 48000 72000 96000

Electrical power consumption kW 8 11 18 20 22 28 35

Thermal power consumption (kcalh) 175 (150.000) 350 (300.000) 700 (600.000) 1050 (900.000) 1400 (1.200.000) 2100 (1.800.000) 3000 (2.500.000)

Indicative dimensions l x w x h cm 150x300x300 170x350x370 200x400x430 220x500x500 240x680x550 480x600x550 500x710x550

Vacuum Evaporator with mono effect thermal power supply

Concentrate discharge pump

Vacuum circuit
Secondary

cooling
circuit

Condensate
outlet

Out  H2O  37 °C

In  H2O  max 30 °C

Out  H 2O  min. 55 °C

In  H2O  min. 70°C / Steam
Product inlet

Condensate outlet

Concentrate outlet

70°
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Evaporators powered by hot water or steam, 
in the version of Double Effect, HWS DE 
series, with exchangers dipped plates
The evaporators of HWS DE series are plants with high ener-
gy efficiency. Similarly to the facilities of HWS ME series, these 
evaporators / concentrators vacuum require thermal energy, 
but only to power the first stage evaporative.
The second stage, thanks to a vacuum value higher than the 
preceding stage, allows to operate with a lower boiling tem-
perature and it is therefore possible to exploit the heat ener-
gy produced in the first evaporation stage for food free of the 
second evaporative stage. Thanks to this technique, the model 
gets Double Effect reductions of thermal energy consumption 
of over 40% compared to the mono version effect.

HIGH CAPACITY, 
LIMITED CONSUMPTION

-40% ENERGYHWS DE series
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Scheme of operation:

Out H 2O  37 °C

Concentrate
discharge pump

Vacuum circuit

Recirculation 
pump

Condensate pump Condensate pump

Concentrate discharge pump

Vacuum circuit

Product inlet Condensate outletConcentrate outlet

In H 2O  max 30 °C
O

u
t 

H
2O

   
m

in
. 7

3 
°C

In
 H

2O
  m

in
. 8

0 
°C

 / 
S

te
am

75° 60°

Model l/h HWS 500 DE HWS 1000 DE HWS 2000 DE HWS 3000 DE HWS 4000 DE HWS 6000 DE

Production with water l/24h 12000 24000 48000 72000 96000 144000

Electrical power consumption kW 20 25 38 58 65 80

Thermal power consumption (kcalh) 175 (150.000) 350 (300.000) 700 (600.000) 1050 (900.000) 1400 (1.200.000) 2100 (1.800.000)

Indicative dimensions l x w x h cm 240x500x280 250x600x380 600x480x450 600x480x500 680x480x550 600x720x550

Vacuum Evaporator with double effect thermal power supply
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Evaporators fed by hot water or steam, 
in the version Triple Effects, HWS TE 
series, with heat exchangers immersed 
plates
The evaporators of HWS TE series are systems with great-
er energy efficiency. As in the previous Double Acting 
HWS TE series version exploits the thermal energy pro-
duced from the previous evaporation stage for food free 
even the third evaporative stage, improving the energy 
efficiency of the system. Thanks to this technique, the 
model Triple Effect obtained reductions of thermal en-
ergy consumption of over 60% compared to the mono 
version effect.

HIGH FLOW, MORE LIMITED 
CONSUMPTION

-60% ENERGYHWS TE series
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Scheme of operation:

Model l/h HWS 750 TE HWS 1500 TE HWS 3000 TE HWS 4500 TE HWS 6000 TE HWS 9000 TE HWS 12.500 TE

Production with water l/24h 18000 36000 72000 108000 144000 216000 300000

Electrical power consumption kW 24 40 55 60 70 110 150

Thermal power consumption (kcalh) 175 (150.000) 350 (300.000) 700 (600.000) 1050 (900.000) 1400 (1.200.000) 2100 (1.800.000) 2910 (2.500.000)

Indicative dimensions l x w x h cm 300x450x300 600x600x450 720x700x500 720x800x600 1150x800x550 720x850x650 2100x800x600

Vacuum Evaporator with triple effect thermal power supply

Concentrate
discharge pump

Vacuum circuit

Recirculation
pump

Recirculation
pump

Condensate
pump

Condensate
pump

Condensate
pump

Concentrate discharge pump Concentrate discharge pump

Vacuum circuit

Vacuum circuit

Product inlet Condensate outletConcentrate outlet

Out H 2O   37 °C

In H 2O  max 30 °C

O
ut

 H
2O

  m
in

. 7
5°

C
 

In
 H

2O
   

m
in

. 9
0 

°C
 / 

S
te

am

75° 60° 45°
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Evaporators fed by hot water or steam, 
HWS R series, with jacketed exchangers 
externally and with internal scraper
In the range of evaporation plants powered by thermal ener-
gy, the series HWS R is designed to meet the need to obtain 
concentrates with very high density and for the evaporation 
of products extremely encrusting for the heat exchangers. 
By means of an automatic motorized scraper, that the heat 
exchange surfaces continuously maintains clean, they ob-
tain higher concentrations than the other evaporative sys-
tems. The final concentrate will be downloaded to the end 
by means of a membrane type or progressive cavity type of 
pump, or by putting the system above a raising of the frame, 
in order to perform the unloading through the bottom drain 
valve.
Evaporators distinguished by HWS R DE acronyms and HWS 
R TE exploit the principle multistage evaporation, thereby re-
sulting in significant energy savings mode.

FOR MERGERS THRUST

FOR PRODUCTS EXTREMELY ENCRUSTING
HWS R series
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Scheme of operation:

Model l/h HWS 100 R HWS 200 R HWS 200 R DE HWS 300 R DE HWS 500 R TE HWS 800 R TE

Production with water l/24h 2400 4800 4800 7200 12000 19200

Electrical power consumption kW 7 8 15 24 25 60

Thermal power consumption (kcalh) 70 (60.000) 140 (120.000) 70 (60.000) 105 (90.000) 175 (150.000) 186 (160.000)

Indicative dimensions l x w x h cm 140X270X320 150X300X350 280X270X300 300X300X300 240X600X440 300X720X400

Vacuum Evaporator with scraped thermal feeding

Discharge valve

Vacuum circuit Secondary
cooling circuit

Condensate
pump

Scraper

Out  H 2O  37 °C

In H 2O  max 30 °C

Out   H 2O  min. 55 °C

In  H 2O  min. 70 °C / Steam

Product inlet

Condensate outlet

Concentrate outlet

30°
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I.W.E. through the use of series of heating exchangers in the conformation 
“on immersed plates”, he realizes plants that offer the advantage of a re-
duced need to clean heat exchangers.
A further development in the search for systems with even lower periodic 
maintenance needs, enabled I.W.E. carry out a special system of automat-
ic removal of deposits from heat exchangers.
The system is realized through a robust structure, pneumatically operat-
ed, which moves the brushes with special timed frequency, thereby auto-
matically performing the cleaning of the heat exchange surface.

EXCLUSIVE CLEANING SYSTEM 
OF HEAT EXCHANGERS

WITHOUT STOPPING
PRODUCTION

Thanks to this particular version you can stay the plant outside the building.
The evaporator is provided by a special frame and providing it with insula-
tion panels, cover with plastic material for the acoustic and thermal insula-
tion, perfect and to ensure the full protection of the evaporator for outdoor 
installation.
The panels used for the coating are thick, removable and equipped with 
hinges and opening of the handles login and provide the frost resistance 
ports (up to -15 ° C) through integrated system of automatic heating.

Evaporators equipped with automatic deposits 
from heat exchangers removal system

Evaporators with complete characterization 
for outdoor installation:

SPECIAL version
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Through a mechanism of easy opening of boiling 
boilers, equipped with support of the bottom, you 
can quickly access the heat exchangers and perform 
the cleaning with ease and time saving.

For the concentration of solutions containing sub-
stances with high corrosive potential, such as for ex-
ample hydrochloric acid or hydrofluoric acid, which 
are not compatible with special materials (ex. SUPER-
DUPLEX SAF 2507) used by us in the construction of 
our plants, I.W.E. is able to realize Vacuum Evapo-
rators with heat exchangers in GRAPHITE or SILICY 
CARBIDE and with boiling boilers enamelled or inter-
nally coated with Fluorocarbon resin (Halar® ECTFE).

Evaporators equipped with a rapid 
opening system for boiling boilers

Evaporators with silicon carbide exchangers 
for high corrosive liquid applications
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IWE SRL 
Via Salvo d’Acquisto, 16/A 
20060 Pozzuolo Martesana (MI)

Phone: +39 02 953 58 377

info@iwe-evaporators.com
www.iwe-evaporators.com

Contact

Member of


